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thefordprefect 

August 27 in Suggestions and Feedback  Flag

If threads get too long then even worthwhile comments get lost. How about a manual  copy of such comments

to a repository - should still allow highly moderated comments in case the comment is not as good as first

thought! Perhaps voting could aid decision on worthiness?
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Sou at HotWhopper 
August 27 Flag 220.245.175.216

Nice idea - and I especially like the optimism TFP. It's very encouraging 

I'll see what can be done to make that easier.

 Quote

Kand 
12:49AM Flag 24.204.240.41

One message board (now defunct) I worked with had an option that allowed you to convert a particular

discussion into a downloadable pdf. I used that option for a climate change discussion as there were some
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Sou 
2:37PM edited 2:39PM 220.245.175.216

On this board, you can bookmark discussions. After you've bookmarked one the "bookmark" link shows up in

your sidebar. You'll still have to look through the thread to find the comment you particularly liked.

Most browsers these days let you save a page as a pdf. On Chrome you use the print... option. Click the

hamburger icon on the top right of the page (other browsers would have something similar):

When the Print screen pops up, you can check "simplify" to just print the discussion without the rest of the
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